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ledge of them; they are ruled by their civil servants whose
puppets they really are. Within the large outlines of party
policy, what ministers really do is what the officials tell
them to do. The minister, at best, is in his department
for a few brief years. For most of his time there he is an
amateur in the hands of professionals. Above all, he is
anxious not to make mistakes; and he must largely-
depend upon his officials if he is to be saved from mis-
takes. The result is that, in most cases, the policy he will
adopt is their policy. All Chancellors of the Exchequer
become imbued with the Treasury outlook; all First
Lords of the Admiralty get the naval point of view. "In
a majority of cases," writes Mr. Muir, "he (the minister)
has no special knowledge of the immense and complex
work of the department over which he is to preside..« .
He has to deal with a body of officials who may be, and
often are, men of far greater ability than himself, and
who have been giving their whole time in quietness to
the study of the problems of the office, during the years
when he has been making his position in the world, or
talking hot air on platforms, They bring before him
hundreds of knotty problems for his decision; about
most of them he knows nothing at all. They put before
him their suggestions, supported by what may seem the
most convincing arguments and facts. Is it not obvious
that, unless he is either a self-important ass, or a man of
quite exceptional grasp, power, and courage (and both of
these types are uncommon among success&l politicians),
he will, in ninety-nine, cases out of a hundred, simply
accept their view, tod sign his name on the dotted
line. ... On the whole, the policy of. the *Office* will
nearly always prevail; its powers of quiet persistence atnd
of quiet obstruction, and its command of all the facts,
are irresistible except to a man of commanding power."
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